The paper presents a solution for endcoding/decoding DNA information in 2D barcodes. First part focuses on the existing techniques and symbologies in 2D barcodes field. The 2D barcode PDF417 is presented as starting point. The adaptations and optimizations on PDF417 and on DataMatrix lead to the solution -DNA2DBC -DeoxyriboNucleic Acid Two Dimensional Barcode. The second part shows the DNA2DBC encoding/decoding process step by step. In conclusions are enumerated the most important features of 2D barcode implementation for DNA.
Introduction
is an optical representation of data.
Originally, barcodes represented data as parallel lines and the spacings, referred to as linear or 1D (1 dimensional) barcodes or symbologies. They also come in patterns of squares, dots, hexagons and other geometric patterns within images termed 2D (2 dimensional) matrix codes or symbologies. Although 2D systems use symbols other than bars, they are generally referred to as barcodes as well. [6] Barcodes can be read by optical scanners called barcode readers, or scanned from an image by special software. A barcode reader contains a photo-sensor that converts the barcode into an electrical signal as it moves across it. The scanner then measures the relative widths of the bars and spaces, translates the different patterns back into regular characters, and sends them to a computer or portable terminal. 2D readers are based mostly on camera with CMOS sensor picture processing technology. Barcodes were invented to label railroad cars, but they were not commercially successful until they were used to automate supermarket checkout systems, a task in which they have become almost universal. [6].
Barcodes Types
Each character in a barcode is represented by a pattern of wide and narrow bars. Every barcode begins with a special start character and ends with a special stop character [5] [6] . These conventions help the barcode scanner to identify and read the symbol in the right position. Some barcodes may include a checksum character. A checksum is calculated when the barcode is printed using the characters in the barcode. The reader performs the same calculation in order to detect errors in the symbol. If the two checksums don't match, the reader assumes that something is wrong, throws out the data, and tries again.
1D Numeric and Alphanumeric Barcodes
A Barcode Symbology [5] [6] 
Barcode 2D -PDF417 Analysis
The PDF 417 code is part of 2 dimentional barcode family. PDF stands for "Portable Document File" because with several rows and columns, it is possible to encode up to 2700 bytes -a lot of PDF417 info is copyrighted in [4] .  There are 929 CWs including 900 for the datas, they are numbered from 0 to 928.  The errors correction levels goes from 0 to 8. The correction covers 2 (on level 0) to 512 (on level 8) CW.  The row consists of: "a start character", "a left side CW", "1 to 30 datas CW", "a right side CW" and "a stop character". There must be a white margin of at least 2 modules on each side.  CW of padding (e.g. codeword with value "900") can be intercalated between datas and correction CW; those must be located at the end.  First CW indicates CW total number of the code including: datas, CW of stuffing and itself but excluding CW correction.  "Macro PDF417" mechanism allows distributing more datas on several bar codes.
The CW number 900-928 have special meaning, some enable to switch between modes in order to optimise the code-Table1. In this section is presented the practical encoding of word "Super!" in high-level both in text and byte mode. This presentation is support for our 2D barcode defined for encoding DNA structure.
The high-level encoding in text mode has 4 sub-modes:  Uppercase  Lowercase  Mixed: Numeric and punctuation  Punctuation
The default sub-mode is "Uppercase", in this sub-mode 2 characters are encoded in each CW, here is the characters table 2: Table 2 .
Characters value for high-level encoding in text mode
The 6 switchs are included in these tables, they allow to change the submode:  UPP: switch to "Uppercase"  LOW: switch to "Lowercase"  MIX: switch to "Mixed"  PUN: switch to "Punctuation"  T_UPP: switch to "Uppercase" only for next character  T_PUN: switch to "Punctuation" only for next character Each CW encodes 2 characters; if C 1 and C 2 are the values of the two characters, CW value is: C 1 * 30 + C 2 If it remains an alone character, we add to it a padding switch, for instance T_PUN.
For sample encoding of word "Super" in high-level text mode please see Tabel 3. High-level encoding in byte mode structure is:  If the byte number is a multiple of 6, it will be used the 924 CW to switch to "Byte" mode; if the byte number is not a multiple of 9, it will be used 901 CW for switching.  The coding consists has to transform 6 bytes in base 256 to 5 CW in base 900. The conversion has several steps: - Take In table 4 there is the word "Super!" encoded in byte mode: The correction codes are computed based on Reed-Solomon codes. The general error correction and detection procedure is:  Error detection system use 2 CWs and correction system use some between 2 and 510.
 The number of CWs to add depend of the correction level used, because of the limit to 928 CWs in a bar code (1 of which for the sum of CWs) the maximum level is limited by the number of data CWs. The number of CWs that the error correction algorithm can reconstitute is equal to the number of CWs required by the correction system.  The recommended correction level depends on the number of data CWs: 
DNA2DBC -DeoxyriboNucleic Acid Two Dimensional Barcode
In this section we present a solution for coding DNA into 2D barcode.
DNA Coding
Any genetic information (species, hair colour, number of limbs etc) is encoded as DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid). DNA is represented through symbols -nitrogenous bases or nucleotides. All these symbols form the genetic alphabet: A, T, G, C. Three associated symbols form code words: the codons. The sequence of several code words describes logical sentences:
proteins (peptides and polypeptides).
These sentences are combined to convey a message -a trait. DNA therefore contains all information in a living organism. RNA (Ribonucleic Acid) is very similar to DNA. DNA's nitrogenous base timine(T) is replaced with uracil (U). 
Barcode DNA

Barcode Encoding Scheme
This section presents a solution for DNA encoding/decoding as two dimensional barcode -2D matrix. The DNA string will be translated into 3 bit code words (CW), according to proprietary simbology. The result code will then be added a checksum for error detection. Correction CWs will be further added, making possible to recover lost DNA data. Data can be lost in the printing process or by physical damaging of the printed code (scratching, staining etc.), that makes the code symbols not fully readable. Further on, the 3bits CWs will be split into rows, matrix positioning patterns will be added and the resulting matrix will be converted into one binary string. This string is printable as 2D barcode with individual drawing of each bar using a graphical interface, or with custom fonts using a text editor.
The decoding process is the reverse of the one described above: a graphical symbol will be translated into binary string based on bars and spaces, and the process continues, the string developing into a DNA sequence. The following sections will refer only to the encoding process, since decoding means applying the algorithm in reverse. 
Input and Output
The algorithm will have as input a DNA string. The main purpose is to translate this sequence into a string printable as bar code symbols. A DNA string is basically a string of only four possible symbols (A, C, G, T/U). But in practice, DNA sequence rarely comes alone, but having some explaining data (metadata) about sequence origin, method used to identify it etc. Therefore the DNA input comes in two types of data: text and real DNA, as observed in a sample of DNA FASTA file in table 12: The output of the algorithm is a binary string with NxN elements, N being the dimension of the 2D barcode matrix. Using a graphical interface, the binary string can be transformed into a printable image. Each 1 value in the string will become a dot/square, while 0s will remain blank spaces. The resulting image will be squared form, with a continuous border on the left and down sides of the square and with dotted borders on the right and upper sides. The two continuous lines will be used in matrix positioning when reading the symbol.
Code Symbology
We agreed that two types of data will be encoded with this symbology. We will refer to these two types as 'DNA' and 'Text' mode and we will discuss representation for each of them. One important observation is that CWs for switching between the two modes will be needed.
DNA mode
DNA symbols are in number of four, plus one changed symbol for RNA. That is a total of 5 symbols, easily representable on 3 bits. One extra symbol is needed for switching to text mode. For switching to DNA mode is using 'DEL' symbol. Two CWs remain unassociated for future use: In conclusion, we can consider a CW being 3bits in length.
A number of 400 DNA symbols will be encoded in 400 CWs on 3bits. That is 1200bits or 150Bytes. 100 text symbols will be encoded in 100 * 8 / 3 CWs, on 800 bits or 100Bytes. More important, 1bit is represended on a bar code symbol of 1,5 -1,7 mm/character. 2000bits will therefore ocupy a square of 5/5 cm, far less than the size of tha DNA sample file in Table 12 , AND with a lot advantages in terms in Automatic Data Capture/ Acquisitions.
Error Detection
The first four CW in the matrix contain a length descriptor value, made by the number of useful information CWs. That is the number of CWs coding DNA data, added the number or correction CWs (2*k + 1, k being the correction level -please see section 4.9 -Reed Solomon corrections) and the number of error detecting CWs (one CW for length descriptor). The length descriptor can take a maximum value of 2^12 = 4096 data CWs.
Row Structure
All CWs must be splitted into lines to form a matrix. In order to do this, one must know the number of rows and column in a matrix. Since we plan to obtain a square shaped symbol, we will use a square matrix structure. Therefore it is sufficed to calculate one single dimension of the matrix -Ncol -as the closest integer larger than square root of total number of CWs:
Padding
Datas CWs are completed with padding CWs, non-information CWs, until being ncol*ncol in number, therefore creating all the elements of a square matrix. Padding CWs will be "000" in value.
Corrections: Reed-Solomon
The correction system is based on "Reed Solomon" codes as in PDF417 2D barcode -section 3 of this paper. The number of CWs to add depend of the correction level used, because of total number of CWs in a bar code (1 of which for the sum of CWs) the maximum level is limited by the number of data CWs. The number of CWs that the error correction algorithm can reconstitute is equal to the number of CWs required by the correction system. Table 8 and 9 are used for correction mechanism. Table 11 from PDF417 is replaced with 
Conclusion
There are several advantages for using 2D barcode in order to do DNA code embedded in our symbology:  Improve Operational Efficiency.
Since barcodes permit faster and more accurate recording of information, work in process can move quickly and be tracked precisely. Barcodes can respond more quickly to inquiries and changes.  Save Time. Depending on the application, time savings can be significant. Instead of reading a code from a patient chart, type it in the computer and search it through the database, one simple symbol scan will take 2 seconds. 
